
King’s Cross Development Forum 

Annual Review Meeting 7:00 p.m. 25 November 2013 

Committee Room 1, Camden Town Hall, Judd Street, London WC1H 9JE 

1                     Attendance 

1.1                  Present 

Zannthie Bennett, Del Brenner, John Chamberlain, Michael Edwards, Helia Evans, Jim 

Humphris, Philip James, Deklan Kilfeather, Jasmine King, Hugh Lake, Robert Milne, 

Geoffrey Roper, Jeremy Ross, Diana Shelley, Norman Sheppard, Katherine Spence, Malcolm 

Tucker and Ben Williams 

1.2                  Apologies 

Andrew Bosi, Paul Braithwaite, Jan Francis, John Hawkins, Peter McGinty, Matty Mitford, 

David Powell, Roger Robinson, Lisa Tang, Peter Tompkins and Sasha Watson 

2                     Previous meeting 

2.1                  Notes 

The notes for the meeting of 13 June 2013 had been circulated and posted on the website and 

were formally approved. 

2.2                  Matters arising 

Nothing was discussed. 

3                      Planning Response Team 

3.1                   A 

The proposed building for Zone A of King’s Cross Central, which stretches from Goods Way 

to King’s Cross Station between the railway lines and the Boulevard, is being rethought. 

There might therefore be a chance to make it work better for the community. One possibility 

would be to improve the north face leading to the Regents’ Canal. Another possibility, which 

would be more extensive but also more significant, would be to replace the bridge across the 

railway lines. 

The architects had told the Forum of the wish to “engage” the building with the public 

spaces. However, their original proposal presented a long glass wall to the railway lines, 

which would do little to enhance the prospect from York Way, let alone provide access 

between the building and the shops and services of Regent Quarter. Replacing the bridge 

across the railway lines would go a long way to fulfilling the expressed wish for “a new 

design within the original floor plan that will push the boundaries of office design and better 

fit the needs of the local community”. 



4                      Design Panel 

Nothing was reported outside the annual review report. 

5                      Construction Impact Group 

Nothing was reported outside the annual review report. 

6                      Access Forum 

Nothing was reported outside the annual review report.  

7                     Annual review 

7.1                  Report 

Hugh Lake drew attention to the annual review report and thanked everyone for their 

contributions over the past year. He also thanked Angela Inglis and Michael Edwards, who 

had now retired from the Co-ordinating Group, for their work over several years. 

7.2                  Matters arising 

Nothing was discussed. 

8                     Operations 

8.1                  The future of the Forum 

Hugh Lake initiated a discussion on the future of the Forum by observing that the annual 

review report demonstrated the need for the Forum to review what it did and whether it 

should continue.  

By common consent in the meeting, the Forum was insufficiently effective: though it had 

delegates on various committees, and had held meetings about planned buildings, its effects 

on the plans were not obvious. Planning officers had remarked that proposal tended to be 

modified before the Forum and other groups saw them to ensure minimal objections; 

moreover the fact that planning applications went to the Development Control committee 

(instead of being waved through by the planning officers under delegated powers) might 

reflect the influence of the Forum and other groups. However, overall there was too little 

evidence that the Forum had affected matters.  

A possible solution to this problem would be to establish a neighbourhood forum with its 

own statutory powers. The neighbourhood forum covering the southern parts of the King’s 

Cross area had included King’s Cross Central in its proposed neighbourhood area, but 

possibly it should not do so, as the districts near Euston Road and Pentonville Road had very 

different problems from King’s Cross Central and the neighbourhood forum people had 

sought to reassure Argent that their concern was the relation between King’s Cross Central 

and nearby districts, not the plans within King’s Cross Central. In fact, given the existing 

outline planning consent, a neighbourhood development plan dealing with land use as 



envisaged by the Localism Act would be unacceptable to Argent. There was little point in 

even contemplating having a neighbourhood forum for King’s Cross Central. 

Equally, the neighbourhood forum could not be concerned with the particular common 

problems of the occupants of King’s Cross Central: no matter who was responsible for the 

“public” spaces in the area, be it Argent or a successor organisation, there would be a need 

for the interests of the occupants to be represented directly. This was already apparent in the 

Construction Impact Group, for example.  

The outline planning consent is fairly prescriptive. Also, the detailed plans are not being 

made public until they are almost complete. There is therefore relatively little scope for 

influencing the plans. As  more buildings are erected, this scope will reduce further. 

However, as more buildings are occupied there is a growing need to foster the integration of 

the community and the representation of its views. The Forum could provide a unique 

opportunity to do this, by constructing a community “umbrella” organisation. Such an 

organisation could have more influence on development plans than the Forum, because its 

more representative nature would give it greater legitimacy. 

Of course, even for a residents association covering one or two buildings there are difficulties 

in building a community. The larger the area covered, the greater those difficulties become; 

making the area too large too fast could just lead to failure. Still, the current and future 

occupants of King’s Cross Central had common interests that pointed to having a shared 

organisation.  

Following all this the Forum decided that it would continue its work, with an expectation that 

the emphasis on community matters besides planning applications would grow. It would 

welcome the involvement of people living or working in King’s Cross Central. When run by, 

as well as for, individuals and groups in King’s Cross Central it could become more 

representative and more effective. However, it would need to review periodically the extent 

to which it was ensuring that occupants had a say in the social, economic and environmental 

conditions in the area. 

8.2                  Committees with delegates from the Development Forum 

The Development Forum participates in the Design Panel, the Access Forum and the 

Construction Impact Group. Participants on behalf of the Development Forum should keep 

notes on which of their questions at these meetings remained unanswered and should, if 

appropriate, prepare reports that the Co-ordinating Group could circulate to help members to 

stay up to date. 

8.3                  Links with other groups 

The meeting noted that the neighbourhood forum covering the southern parts of the King’s 

Cross area was still setting itself up: its application had so far proved unsuccessful because of 

difficulties with its neighbourhood area boundaries. However, two neighbours had made 

progress, as: 



 The Camley Street Neighbourhood Forum (covering Elm Village and Camley Street) 

had submitted its application for designation as a neighbourhood forum. 

 Team Cally had worked with a planning officer in the drafting of the “Cally Plan”, a  

Supplementary Planning Document for the area bounded by Caledonian Road, the 

Regent’s Canal, York Way and the railway lines. 

8.5                  Use of funds 

Premises for small businesses had yet to be provided in King's Cross Central. Though there 

was a need for them now they would not be available until 2015 at least. Argent appeared to 

be uninterested in making other, currently vacant, accommodation available for this purpose. 

Alternative, less local, premises (on the Bemerton Estate, for example) could be considered. 

8.5                  The allocation of Section 106 money 

Nothing was reported outside the annual review report. 

8.5                  Use of funds 

Nothing was reported outside the annual review report. 

8.5                  Elections of the Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer, Secretary and other Co-

ordinating Group members 

The following were elected without objection:  

 Chair: Hugh Lake  

 Vice Chair: Ben Williams  

 Treasurer: Jim Humphris  

 Secretary: Robert Milne  

 Other Remit Revision Team members: Zannthie Bennett, Del Brenner, Helia Evans, 

Deklan Kilfeather, Jasmine King, Norman Sheppard and Malcolm Tucker 

The Remit Revision Team is expected to evolve into the Co-ordinating Group, as far as effort 

levels and inclinations permit.  

9                     Future meetings 

Nothing was discussed. 

10                   Actions 

The participants in committees on behalf of the Development Forum to keep notes on which 

of their questions remained unanswered and to prepare reports for the Co-ordinating Group.  

The Remit Revision Team to develop details of the intentions of the Forum. 


